STATE GENERAL ELECTION BALLOT

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS
To vote, completely fill in the oval(s) next to your choice(s) like this:

FEDERAL OFFICES

PRESIDENT
JOHN MCCAIN
Republican

VICE PRESIDENT
SARAH PALIN
Republican

VICE PRESIDENT
BARACK OBAMA AND JOE BIDEN
Democratic-Farmer-Labor

VICE PRESIDENT
CYNTHIA MCKINNEY AND ROSA CLEMENTE
Green

VICE PRESIDENT
ROGER CALERO AND ALYSON KENNEDY
Socialist Workers

VICE PRESIDENT
RALPH NADER AND MATT GONZALEZ
Independent

VICE PRESIDENT
BOB BARR AND WAYNE A. ROOT
Lunatic

VICE PRESIDENT
CHUCK BALDWIN AND DARRELL CASTLE
Constitution

write-in, Ifany

U.S. SENATOR
DEAN BARKLEY
Independence

U.S. SENATOR
NORM COLEMAN
Republican

U.S. SENATOR
AL FRANKEN
Democratic-Farmer-Labor

U.S. SENATOR
CHARLES ALDRICH
Independent

U.S. SENATOR
JAMES NEMACKL
Constitution

write-in, Ifany

STATE OFFICES

STATE REPRESENTATIVE
DAYNA OLSON
Republican

DISTRICT 9B
PAUL MARQUARDT
Democratic-Farmer-Labor

write-in, Ifany

CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT
Failure to vote on a constitutional amendment, will have the same effect as voting no for the amendment.

write-in, Ifany

SCHOOL DISTRICT OFFICES

SCHOOL BOARD MEMBER
INDIVIDUAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
NO. 2868 (LAKE PARK-AUDUBON)
VOTE FOR UP TO THREE

write-in, Ifany

COUNTY OFFICES

COUNTY COMMISSIONER
BARRY K. NELSON
write-in, Ifany

DISTRICT 5
VOTE FOR ONE

SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION
DISTRICT SUPERVISOR
DISTRICT 3
VOTE FOR ONE

write-in, Ifany

write-in, Ifany

write-in, Ifany

write-in, Ifany

VOTE FRONT AND BACK OF BALLOT
INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS
To vote, completely fill in the oval(s) next to your choice(s) like this: ☐

SCHOOL DISTRICT QUESTION SPECIAL ELECTION INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 2889 (LAKE PARK-AUDUBON)

To vote for a question, completely fill in the oval next to the word "YES" for that question. To vote against a question, completely fill in the oval next to the word "NO" for that question.

SCHOOL DISTRICT BALLOT QUESTION APPROVAL OF SCHOOL DISTRICT BOND ISSUE

 Shall the school board of Independent School District No. 2889 (Lake Park-Audubon) be authorized to issue the general obligation school building bonds in an amount not to exceed $19,650,000 to provide funds for the acquisition and betterment of school sites and facilities, including the acquisition of land for and the construction and equipping of a secondary facility in Lake Park; and the construction, partial renovation and equipping of a prekindergarten/elementary facility in Audubon?

YES ☐
NO ☐

BY VOTING "YES" ON THIS BALLOT QUESTION, YOU ARE VOTING FOR A PROPERTY TAX INCREASE.

JUDICIAL OFFICES

SUPREME COURT

ASSOCIATE JUSTICE 7 VOTE FOR ONE
TIM TINGELSTAD
PAUL H. ANDERSON

写入是, 勾选
写入否, 勾选

ASSOCIATE JUSTICE 4 VOTE FOR ONE
DEBONAH MEDLAND
LORIE SKJERVEN GILDEA

写入是, 勾选
写入否, 勾选

JUDGE 6 VOTE FOR ONE
CONRAD L. FREEBERG

写入是, 勾选
写入否, 勾选

JUDGE 8 VOTE FOR ONE
FREDERICK J. GRUNKER

写入是, 勾选
写入否, 勾选

JUDGE 11 VOTE FOR ONE
THOMAS P. KNAPP

写入是, 勾选
写入否, 勾选

COURT OF APPEALS

JUDGE 9 VOTE FOR ONE
RIGGAR M. KLAPHEKE

写入是, 勾选
写入否, 勾选

JUDGE 10 VOTE FOR ONE
HARRIET LANSING

写入是, 勾选
写入否, 勾选

JUDGE 15 VOTE FOR ONE
KEWIG L. ROSS

写入是, 勾选
写入否, 勾选

JUDGE 3 VOTE FOR ONE
PETER M. IRVINE

写入是, 勾选
写入否, 勾选

JUDGE 17 VOTE FOR ONE
MARK F. HANSEN

写入是, 勾选
写入否, 勾选

JUDGE 18 VOTE FOR ONE
USA N. BORGSEN

写入是, 勾选
写入否, 勾选

JUDGE 24 VOTE FOR ONE
MICHAEL S. JESSE

写入是, 勾选
写入否, 勾选

JUDGE 26 VOTE FOR ONE
STEVEN A. ANDERSON

写入是, 勾选
写入否, 勾选

JUDGE 27 VOTE FOR ONE
STEVEN J. CAHILL

写入是, 勾选
写入否, 勾选

VOTE FRONT AND BACK OF BALLOT